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SOUSLIN SUBSETS OF F(w)-SPACES

WU LISHENG

(Communicated by Dennis Burke)

Abstract. A space  AT  is a  P(co)-space if and only if X  is countably  8-

refinable and every Souslin subset of A" is a generalized Fa-se\ in X .

R. W. Hansell investigated in [ 1 ] the problem of when a topological property

is hereditary with respect to all Souslin subsets (i.e., subsets generated from the

closed sets via the (A)-operation), and he proved that if A is a subparacompact

F(cy)-space, then every Souslin subset of A is a generalized Fff-set in A. In this

paper we will show that the condition of subparacompactness can be removed

and the proof can be simplified.

Let N be the set of the positive integers. If x = (an) e N , denote (x[n) =

(ox,...,on).

Following [2], we call a subset S of a topological space A a generalized

FCT-set, if whenever S c U and U is open in A, then S c F c U for some

FCT-set F in A.

Definition 1 [3]. A space A is said to be a F(<y)-space if, given any open

collection of A of the form

{G(ax, ... ,an): a{ in N,n = 1,2, ...}

where G(ox, ... ,an) c G(ax, ... ,an, o~n+x) whenever ax, ... , an+x belong to

N, then there is a closed collection {H(ax, ... , an) : ai in N, «=1,2...} of

A such that

(1) 7/(<t,, ... ,an) c G(ax, ... ,an), for all ax, ... ,an in A, and

(2) if (an) is any sequence in N, then \J%LX G(ax, ... ,an) — X implies

\X=iH(o„...,an) = X.

Remark. If in the definition of a F(w)-space we assume only that the sets

H(ax, ... ,an) are Fff-sets in A rather than closed sets, the resulting class of

spaces is the same [3, Lemma 3.1].
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Lemma 1 [4, Theorem 2.2]. For a space X, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) A is countably metacompact.

(b) A is countably 8-refinable.

(c) If {Fn : n e N} is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X with

iXti F„ = 0> there is a sequence {Gn: n e N} of Gs-sets in X such that

G„ D Fn for all ne N and f)°° . G  = 0.n n J i <n=l     n

(d) If {Fn : « e N} is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X with

fljji, Fn = 0, there is a sequence {Un: n e N} of open sets in X such that

U„ D F„ for all ne N and Ç\°° , U = 0.
n n J I  'ri=l     n

Definition 2. A subset S of topological space A is said to be countably 8-

refinable in A, if for any open collection {Gn: « e N} in A, Gn c GM+1,

■S c U^li G„ > there exists a closed collection {Fn: « € A} in A such that

F„ c F„+", , F„ c G„ for each neN, and $<?UÙ*n/

Remark, (a) In view of the dual of Lemma 1 part (d), if S is countably

ö-refinable in some containing space, then S is countably 0-refinable in its

relative topology.

(b) In Definition 2, it is equivalent for the sets Fn to be FCT-sets in A.

Theorem. For a topological space X, the following three conditions are mutually

equivalent:

(1) A isa P(co)-space.

(2) Every Souslin subset S c X is countably 8-refinable in X.

(3) A is countably 8-refinable and every Souslin subset of X is a generalized

Fa-set in X.

Proof. (1) =► (2) Let S = U(o-„)€A« lT=i F(°i > ••• 'CT«) be a Souslin sub"

set of A where each F(ox, ... ,an) is a closed subset and F(ax, ... ,an) c

F(ax, ... ,an,on+x). Suppose {Gn: n e N} is an open collection in A such

that Gn c Gn+X, and S c U~ i Gn . Let G(<7,, ... ,an) = Gn\J(X-F(ax,...,

an)) for each (ox, ... ,an) e N". Then {G(ax, ... , an) : aj in N, « = 1,2,

...} is an open collection of A with G(ax, ... ,an) c G(ax, ... ,an,

on+x). Since A is a F(<y)-space, there exists a closed collection {77(ff,, ... ,

an): cr. in N, « = 1,2,...} satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) in

Definition 1.

For each (on) e NN, if x e S, then there exists an «0 such that x e

G„o c G(ax,...,oJ. If x e X-S, then x i ÇÇ=lF(ax, ... ,an) and

there exists an nx such that x e X - F(ax, ... ,on) c G(ax, ... ,an). So

U~ , G(<7,,..., <r) = X and also U" , H(ox ,...,an) = X for each \an) e

NN.

Let Fn = iXi U((7l,... ̂e^/ /^(ffi. • • • . 0/) n F(ffj, ... , <T.) ; then F is obvi-

ously a FCT-set in I, Ffl c Fn+X , and for each (ax, ... , a¡) e N', H(ax, ... ,

cri)nF(ax,...,cri) c C(ff,.ff,)nF(ff,.ff,) C G¡,soFH C G„.   If
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x e S, there exists a  (an) e N     such that x e fÇ=xF(crx, ... ,an), as

U" i H(ffi.°n) - X> we have x € //((7i • • • > %) n *"(ffi >•••>%). for

some «0,thus Sc(J^,F,.

(2) s» (3) This follows immediately from our remarks after Definition 2.

(3) => (1) Assume given any open collection of A of the form

{G(f7,, ... ,an): at   in A, « = 1,2...}

where G(a¡, ... ,(Tn) c (?(«?,,... ;&ll,ttlt+l). Let 7) = {r = (an) e NN :

\JZ=i^a\' ■■• »°ii) = "*"} • 'Since ^ is countably 0-refinable, for each t =

(crn) e D, we can choose a closed collection {FT(tr1, ... ,an): n e N} such that

F^fJ,, ... ,fJn)cG(cT,,... ,an),

OO

FT(a1,...,tTn)cFT(cT1,...,cTn,rj/!+1),   ljFr((T1,...,CT„) = A.

n=l

For each (<r,,... ,oH) e N" , let S(ox, ... ,on) = lJreD, (T|n)=(ff, ,...,„.) FMi -

...,fjn). Then 5(ct, , ... ,(Tn) is a Souslin subset of A, 5 (a,, ... ,an) c

G(ax, ... ,an) ,so there exists a FCT-set //(ff;, ... ,an) such that S(er1, ... ,an)

C //(^ , ... ,an) c G(ax, ... ,an). It is easy to check that the collection

{//(<7,, ... ,a ): ai in N, « = 1,2,...} satisfies the conditions in Defini-

tion 1, so this shows A is a P(<y)-space.

Corollary 1. (I) A space X is perfect if and only if X isa P(co)-space and every

open subset of X is a Souslin subset in X.

(2) If the Borel and Baire sets coincide in a normal P(co)-space X, then X

is perfect.

Corollary 2. If X is a normal P(co)-space, and S is a Souslin subset of X, then

the zero-sets (Baire sets) of S are precisely the intersections of zero-sets (Baire

sets) of X with S, in particular, S is z-embedded in X.

Corollary 3. Let X be a P(co)-space. If P is any topological property that is

hereditary with respect to generalized Fa-sets, and X belongs to P, then every

Souslin subset of X belongs to P.

Remark. The following topological properties can serve as P in Corollary 3,

Lindelöf, paracompact, normal, subparacompact, metacompact, submetacom-

pact, normal and countably paracompact, normal and paraLindelöf, and collec-

tionwise normal.
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